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Why Are the Clay Birds Coming 

Out Of my Thrower Wobbly?

There are 3 main reasons birds will come out of an automatic thrower 
wobbly.

The Clays

A Bent Arm

Spring Tension

Continue for more information on each possible reason.



The Clays

How old are your clays?

Avoid using clays over a year old.

What size clays are your using?

The auto thrower holds standard size clays.

What brand of clays are you using?

We recommend using the White Flyers.

What shape are the clays in?

Check and make sure your clays are not fractured or have chunks 
missing out of them.

Clays that are older, not the right size and in poor shape can make them 
come out wobbly.



Bent Arm

If the arm on your thrower is bent, it can cause the birds to come out wobbly.  
Another sign your arm is bent is the birds will not only fly wobbly, but they will 
also go hard left. 

Check the arm on your thrower and make sure it doesn’t have any obvious 
signs that it is bent.

**If you need a new throwing arm, we do have replacement arms for all 
throwers except: Aerial Assault 1.0/2.0, White Quail, and the White Pheasant 
1.0 ( We do not have the boomerang looking arms available.)

This style is 
NOT available.

These arms are available. (The orange style comes in silver as well)



Spring Tension

If your spring is weak or there isn’t enough spring tension that can cause the arm 
to throw the birds wobbly. Try tightening the spring/ getting a replacement 
spring.
Make sure when you are putting the spring on your machine the arm is in the 12 
o’clock disarm position. If you put the spring on in when the arm is in the 6 
o’clock cocked position you won't get the tension you need.

Make sure your arm 
is in this position 
when you are putting 
the spring on your 
thrower.

Make sure your 
arm is NOT in 
this position 
when you put 
the spring on 
your thrower.



Replacement Parts

You can purchase replacement arms or replacement springs on the Do 
All Outdoors replacement parts website page:

https://doalloutdoors.com/collections/auto-trap-replacement-parts

https://doalloutdoors.com/collections/auto-trap-replacement-parts


If you are still having issues, 

please contact us at:

customerservice@doalloutdoors.com


